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Project Description:
This project addresses changes to the roles of schools, teachers, administrators and students as learning environments become more and more digitally mediated. The project explores the design of effective and empowering digitally mediated learning environments, with a focus on the factors that drive engagement and encourage learning.

The researchers developed a participatory design-based experiment for students at a Bay Area high school (Palo Alto High School). Students made up a “research team” that conducted user research on relevant factors – student social and mobile media use, consumption of student journalism, impact on school based identities and roles. The design goal was to increase reader participation, feedback and discussion. The student group developed and deployed an app to foster reader engagement. The app is in its second iteration. They also conducted follow up interviews.

Research results revealed insights that can help schools reposition themselves within digitally mediated spaces, taking advantage of student technology use to develop engaging learning opportunities for students, and supporting active student roles and identities. Observations confirmed that powerful learning happens when people become part of a community and that students learn well when they are together learning about something that matters to them. Mobile was observed to be a highly personal but also a social experience. Further research will explore the impact of current events, and how the digital media can structure both civic participation and demagoguery within a real-world school community.
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Research Questions

As School becomes digitally-mediated, what is the nature of the space in which School is situated?

What roles and identities are available to schools, teachers, and students in digitally-mediated learning environments?

How might we design more effective and empowering digitally-mediated learning environments?
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Context: Palo Alto High School

25+ years of impactful journalism
Declining reader engagement
Culture of success
Heavy student mobile usage
Well-contextualized by prior research
Method: Participatory design-based experiment

Recruited research team of current students
Generative user research: student interviews
  Student social & mobile media use, consumption of student journalism,
  Impact on school-based identities and roles
Grounded theory affinity analysis
  Design goal: increase reader participation, feedback, and discussion.
  Strategies: Tagging, Forum, Comments as Content, Connecting Readers and Authors
Field Study
  Deploy heavily-instrumented app to distribute student journalism and foster reader engagement
  Follow-up interviews
Impact

Help schools reposition themselves within a digitally-mediated culture

Rethink discipline

Curate their space and the identities available to learners

Support active student roles within literacy community
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